Lasting
beauty
and
timeless
quality of
natural
stone.

Virginia Slate Company also carries a diverse line
of slate roofing products. And with over 6,000
squares of roofing inventory, we should be able to
meet all your slate roofing needs.

Custom Finishes
Natural Cleft
The surface of the natural cleft
stone features the raw split face
of quarried slate. This natural
stone texture has a classic look
and is perfect for any room.

Brushed
The natural cleft surface is
brushed down to form a softer,
more worn feel creating the
instant look of an aged stone.
(Not available in
multicolor)

The Virginia Slate Company prides itself on
quality, availability, service, and price.

Honed
Most often used for counter tops, this stone surface
is smooth and polished.
This honed surface retains
a natural beauty with a
semi luster surface.

2471 Goodes Bridge Road
Richmond, Virginia 23224
Phone; (804) 745-4100
Fax: (804) 377-2545
Email: sales@virginiaslate.com

NATURAL
FLOORING SLATE
Historic Black
This charcoal gray stone is a warm
color with slight variations in surface textures and tones. Available in
natural cleft, brushed, and honed.
Historic Gray
This is a mid-tone warm gray slate
with subtle variations in graining.
Honing this stone brings out more
variations in color. Available in
natural cleft, brushed, and honed.

VERMONT FLOORING
AND
Slate makes
an excellent
LANDSCAPING
SLATE
choice for hearths because
of
its
high
heat
tolerance.
Natural Vermont slate is available in

a variety of colors from green, grays,
purples, and red. This stone varies in
texture and tone creating a truly
unique flooring option.
Multi-Color Flooring
This unusual natural
combination of colors
works well with natural
wood tones.

With a honed surface, a
slate countertops provides
a very easy to maintain
work area with a semi
luster sheen.

Multi-Color
Dominated with dark tones of
gray, this slate is mingled with
variations of copper, golds and
tawny earth tones. This slate is
only available in natural cleft.

Slate Planking accentuates the stone with the
unusual elongated proportions.

Brushed Historic Gray
accented with Historic
Black pieces
The eased surface makes
for an inviting room.

The black and gray slates are often combined for a distinctive
appearance.

Slate Wall Cladding
Mixed Sizes of Flooring Slate
Slate is available in multiple sizes and
patterns.

Installed in a similar fashion as roofing
slate, the wall cladding adds texture and
depth to a room.

